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"Candidate and Electorate_ Perceptions of
.the Nature and Function of Media
Messages: A Case Study Approach"

Research paradigms for the study of contemporary campaign communication have
generally focused on selected facets of political campaigns. Many- studies (Hartmann,
1936; Gilkinson, et al., 1953; Fromm and Skipper, 1962; Glaser, 1965; Greenberg,

,1965; Roper, 1966; Como, 1968; :Carlson and !label, 1969; Sandird and Pace, 1969;
Russell, 1-1371; Eli,.1971; Sheinkcipf, et al., 1971; Atkin, _et al., 1971; Hirsch,
-1971) hive focused on receiver fUnctiens of various message and media factors.
Others (McGrath and McGrath, 1962; Stricker, 1963; Brooki, 1967; Beck, 1969; Douglas,
1972) have focused primarily on receiver behavior. Many other rhetorical analyses,

. such as Mandel's (1970), have focused on-sender behavior; media, and messages. Still
others, such as Mortensen (1968) and-Stearns (1970), have focused primarily on
media. messages. But no study seems to empirically assess the communicator's
strategies and tactics as they correspond to receivers' perceptions of the campaign.
This paper reports an exploratory, descriptive case study of a state legislatiVe
campaign and focuses on 1) the candidates strategies and tactics regarding issues,
messages, and media; 2) the electorate' a: perceptions of the candidate, media, and
issues;, and 3) the correspondence betWeen the = perceptions of the -candidate and the
_electoritej--

r
The: campaiga Selected- for- study _was- State- legis lative-r-race in _a- Wes tern_

ill campaign-of thiS -scope enjoys some -- advantages regarding
-_-observatiOnS. The study--of _A--_nationat_campaigni- such- as-ron-e- for -President, -InVolves
_,Taany variables and- factors-that toad' probably_not be identified or assessed;-- Some

campaign strategy aspects_ of --the-campaign might even be deliberately concealed._ A
tampaign_for Unitedi-States-:--Senator- or Congressman -,- while -not national it Scope,

involve activities outside of-:the_home state. -A State _legislative
_on_-the other hand, Itilargely -restricted not only to a single state, but prirdarily
to the diStrict- reOresented.-__

The campaign took-place in one of _the only two principal-population centers in
the Western- state. The,catpaign _and -the cau,didate-lor study were selected SyStem-

_aticaltyiby-criteria which -were specified prior_ to_ Selection.. -Fitt t, the campaign
should expected to exhibit considerable -use -of varying media., 'Second, the
candidate should be-a_ viable,_ determined, -anil active_ one._ _His- Success shoUldbe

conceivable -but not entirely-predetermined.-- A candidate_Who was -not an incumbent
might ie:.imost likely -to fulfill this criteria. ,_Lastly, the candidate- must agree to
cooperate, and:he should- be_ a-credible -and sincere source with whom a trusting:
relationship is possible. -These chatec::- -!stica seemed_ prerequisite to a catididate'S
willingness to candidly reveal_ specific Late. and Strategies involved in the -campaign.

Systematic- interviews with previously successful state legislative candidates
were used to narrow the possible selections. Just prior to the Primary Election,

1The data repotted here -is selectee from the author's disSertation, in progreis
at bniversity of Seuthern California. This is a preltfainary analysis of data-Only.

More -_therough-_ /inapt is will follost.



the cooperation of a- c_andi_date,= known herein as Hr. Z, was solicited, and he
agreed to cooperate.

The perceptions of the'candidate were assessed by intensive, systematic inter-
views with the candidate. five interviews were distributed throughout the nine veek
campaign which immediately followed the Primary Election. Each interview lasted
approximately one hour. An interview schedule was developed and used for each
interview. First, the candidate was asked to speculate- about his image among the

electorate. A second category dealt with messages and issues; the candidate was
queried, in varying ways, about how he perceived the role of issues in the-campaign.
A third category in the interview schedule focused on media, the degree to which
various media were being used and their, purpose.

The perceptions of the- electorate were measured by a questionnaire. Two

representative samples -of 157 registered voters were draWn. The first sample was
drainn during a seven day period- at the mid - point. of the campaign, during the fourth

week. The second sample wet drawn during_a seVen day period which was One week

prior to the end of the campaign.... The -questionnaire focused on four major areas.
First, respondents° perceived political party affiliation was measured with a scale

adapted from the Survey Reaearch Center_ (Robinson, et al., 1968, p. 496)". Second,

:anopenended 'question- sought to-=Measure the respondent's perceptions of issues:_
xespendenta were asked,:_utlhat concerns you most about state government? Please7--

indicate five state "issues that yeu, as a voter, think the state Senate and Adaembly

'should act upon." Third, -the_ candidate's image among voters was measured by means

''of the semantic differential instrument developed by Kjeldahl, -Cariaichael, and Mertz

(1971)- through--factor analysit., The seven_ scales are: known- unknown; straightr =

foritardrdevious;-.TtruetWorthy-Untrnatwerthy; realfpheny; _truthfriV-untruthful;
lindtistrious-lazy; and-itivolved.nnirivolVed. Lastly, media usage among voters was

measured by Means of an item Whiekl.isterl"some common ways of communicating with

=voters" and which asked respondents-to rank_ the -Sources ,which were "most =helpful

in forming an opinion of Mt,- Respendentavere asked to rank -the -five. most

-helpful means and "invited" to _rank tore-than= fitre. The categeries of media were

A. television and radio interviews and-news stories; B. billboards, posters,
and yard signs; C. newspaper= storiei and editotiala; D. personal contact With

Z_- (including- apeeches)- or with his campaign rrorkers (including telephone);-1_

E- television adVertisements;"_F. your faMily, friends and associates; G. news--

paper -advertirelfents;= R. mailed:advertisements; I. = handbills, badges, bumper

=stickers, etc,; 3. radio advertisements; K. other source: pleade specify..

rx SULTS

Candidate= Perceptions

Candidate imam. Campaign models suggest that voters are stratified -for

purposes of designing appropriate strategies and tactics. Frornan (1966)', for example.

suggests that voters are stratified on the basis of whether they are supporters of

the candidate, latent supporters or opposition. Other belive that voters are

stratified on the basis of political party; for example, Converse, et al. (1969)

concluded in their analysis. of recent elections that "in the moment of truth in the

polling booth, party allegiance seems the most relevant cue for many voters if
conditions permit it to be used 1090 Cemphasis in the original] ;" also,

Robinson, et al. (1968) offer evidence that party identification far the



best predictor of a -respondent's voting behavior IP% 495i. Stal _others doubt.1-ft

the importance of parties: BurnhariC(1970), for eXlmple, offers empirical evidence
that American politics are experiencing a "critical realignraent" of voters which
is not based on'parties. The,candidate in the present study, Hr. Z, said that
parties were not necessarily an important factor in his attempt to secure votes.
He said that voters were "individualistic" and that his image would be established
on that basis; his primary interest was, "Can the individual voter be persuaded on
a one-to-one basis to vote_ for me ? "-

Issues and Media Ilessartes. Hr. Z's perceptions of issues -were probed in
varying trays throughout the campaign, and a conceptualization very much like that
described by Froman and Skipper (1962) emerged. Further, Mr. Z's perceptions of the
nature and functions of issues seemed Consistent with his campaign efforts, and in
one area his efforts xrere affected by issues.

`The nature of issues in a effiripaign,is that they are not clearly and simply
extant; rather, lir. 'Z'Said, issues are conceived by the candidate. Indeed, Itr. Z
-said, a- campaign may be run on the basis of "non-issues :it_ sound government, freedom,
reduction,,of_taxes,,and fair pay fer a clay' s work were the examples that he offered,
He said- Wthat fe "real'issnet," in the sense of subjects_ for agreement and

e.disarreetent, -were articulated in most state!!levelcampaigne.- The = day in which
Hr.:2 conceptualizes categories of issues,7_"nonissues" and "real issues," seems

=.very-much like that of =Froman and Skipper's_ (1962) categories: "style issues" and
"position issues."- t. = -"r" = _

7

-Ind _role _Of-idsues in-a state_legislatiVe-rcarapaign may be very small, Mr. Z
indidated.'i= I-SsueS will.aeldom-function in a_positive sente but may function in
a negative Isense:T that is, campaigning,on -an_issue may 'function to harm a candidate's
election possibilities if his position _is perceiired as:contrary to the electorate's;
but a campaign which actively= articulates a position J)n-an-issue probablr-,will not
receive massive electoral support -fcir -thnt reason.__ Mr. Z suggested several reasons
whyissuesr_do _not:play a_4kkominent role in state-level CarapaignS. First, a great
diversity in public opinicins-_tionid: exist in regard-to most _"real issues." Second,
iivordef_te articulate positionsion_issues, a great deal Of_time and money would
necessarily be _invested in a pamphlet on- -peditiorts._. -Third, in order to effectively
command theeiectorate's :attention-, the issuesiwOuld necessarily be of a:strongly
Optional type, and _thede issues are not easily-coriceived Or-communicated.

Z's campaign efforts-,seemed consistent with his _condeptualiZation of the
nature and functions-of issues. The candidate was asked to_predict how voters
would,: respond_ if they were asked teljdentify the issues in the campaign. Tor. Z
liated:*fiverpossible -reSponsest__illegititate use of welfare; greater care for
senior-citizens; efficient administration -of the state's workmen's benefits program;
improved public employees' -retirement benefits; and reduced. corrup_tion in _govern-
ment. On the other hand,: he-Z said _that h focused his campaign on three concepts
and only one cif_ these coincided with the five -- issues just Mentioned: conflict of
interest among public officials. :One'plithi consider all three concepts to be _

"non- issues:" the other -two were full financial -disclosure by candidates -and the
_

obligations Of-public utility companies. Mr.. Z alto tried to indicate his position
on-one- "real issue:"-_he opposed-,-Ctoss7:townbUbsing of pupilt,- but he repeatedly
emphasized that-his view vas. the-Orierarticulated="by nearly_all other local and
state-level candidateS; as_-such, 114,:implied that he did net expect the articulation
of this' issue to function--in a positive- serise,:and one would not expect the issue

_

to_ fUnction in a negative tense beCanse -of its "universality."



.

Since campaign efforts were not oriented toward focusing on "real issues," -the

interviewer probed, the_ regatding the content of his campaign message:6.-

Mt:=-Z _said that moStthessages focuied primarily on exposure_ of his name. . varying

degrees,_catpaign messages via the fellowing media focused primarily on name exposure

and--to only a. small extent on-- issues: television and newspaper adVertitements;_,:

hillboardsr,posters,,--yardsigns, telephoneand_ neighborhood canvassing, and handbills.

-_Four_other meant_of_cemmunicating-with voters might be expected to focus to a_

greater extent on issues-but-consistently enthusiastic, clear-cut articulation of

petitions did-not seem-to take plade among radio advertising, mailings, public _

appearances,-or preqs releases. The,:first of thete,,radio advertising, was_to-be

vmedivety little. Mailings_and public appearances both focused to some degree_On

issues in order to indicate adaptation to the:-condernspf the receivers, but Mr.c.Z

said -that issue orientation -was not-the chief-seal. For example, mailings addressed,

to-_members -of-a veterans'group essentially merely -- indicated the candidate's

interest _in veteran's problems._ Another letter to_registered_Republicanvoterswas

signed by -a. well known. Republican; theAdtter merely elworted Mr. Z-as an old_ftiend

tho- deserved Republican- support. -Mr. Z-said that public appearances functioned,

essentially in the.same way: an attempt was made_to demonstrate that the candidate

was-interested inthe-;problems-of the group -in attendance; butithe chief goal was

-toexpOsethe_Candidate!s name_by_hisptesence. Press releases were-not issue-,

oriented-for teaSont=thich:differedslightly. Attith,theuse of radio-,,Mt.-Z

_did-Atot-antitipate extensiVe_use of_ p_ress=teleases.___,Re_Cleatly indicated that press

releases-might serve an-- invaluable function-for-articulation_of istuet,but the very

deliberate nature of-such releases inhibited- their` iuse. The candidate ndicated

-4thatrequent-press,:_eleases-would-be_desirable_but that time prohibited such

tcheddle.Heexplained that-hecarefully-ptecesses all such releasei personally-

incorder_to-preventoontequences_reSulting fromtu- bsequent modificatioh in positions

OrAndiscreet language usage. -:_=

4r. rt campaign efforts in one area_were'affected in a way consistent with

his perceptions -of issues.- During the list-teek_of the campaign, he perceived Kit

position on -two-=issues to-have funetioned,in-a very negative sense. One case

inVolved his ardent public advocacy of revised _abortion Statutes _during ptevibus

Jegitlative_sessions.1 He-had-net articulated-the_lastie'in his current campaign,

--nor-did it seem a major issue in otherettate-level campaigns. _ But he received

information= that a last minute_catpaign:agaihst-revision of abortion statutes would

be lined, and-he clearly perceiVed the_ittueas functioning-in a negative Sense:iat

a-Major-threatto_hit success.- Sitilarly,_then-he was not included abong the many

-candidates tho:wite_ehdorsed_by the massiVe=anti-pupil-butsing group, he viewed

this deVelopMent at-A serious negative functioning.of an issue; in spite'of a clear

position-againstcrossrtown bussing -he considered hittelf a"Victitheof issues..

,Further, he-Said that the_negativereffectS Ofthe abortion and bussing issues

constituted the most-signifident development=in the campaign.

_- -

In Sum,-on the basis of this-study, issues are conceived by _the Candidate.

_There seem -to be "non- issues," (or= "style issues ") and "real issues," (or 'position

istues"). "Real issues" may serve,ne-positive function in a campaign but they may

=-function in a negative- -Campaign messages_ieem.to usually function to expose

-a candidate'sname-and_"non-issues" rather than to articulate "real issue" positions.

Thete seem several-reasons that "real_itsue" positions are not a more intimate part

Of-_dampaigns: "real istuepositions may-fUnctien to divide voters along itsue_

linet_tather_than to-induce them to vote for a candidate; preparation ,of "real

Issue" potitions:may_be_very costly in terms of time and money; and emotional

issues = which command the electorate's attention are conceived and communicated with

great-diffidUlty. '



J

Media Usage. Interviews with the candidate sought to elucidate his use of

_campaign media. The nature of the messages sent by various media has already been

discussed; the candidate's relative ranking of 'types of media, their timing, and

the amount of activity of media types will be discussed it this section.

The use of some media was concentrated during the early stages of 'the campaign.

Other media were used primarily_near the end of the campaign. And still other

media were consistently utilized throughout -the 'campaign.

The use )f y.irt signs which merely identified the candidate and the office that

he sought were an early.-priority. Mr. Z said that' the -impact- of these was unknown,

and, of course, their function was _intended as_tere_ name recognition. Nevertheless,

-Mr: Z seemed concerned that the signs were used extensively and that they we're =_

placed early in the campaign. During the early interviews he indicatedythat their

=use was proceeding as planned. Mr. Z considered the function of billboards in:a:

-similar way. Again, theywere designed to merely identify the candidate and the

office that he sought. -He thought, however, that their impact was more "dramatic"

thah yard signs. During the first -interview, Mr. Z was asked to rank the importance

of media, and_:of those that he was willing- to rank, billboards were _last.

Among the media used -in_ a concentrated effort near the end of _the Campaign_

were advertisements_ among television, _radio, and newspapers, and mailingt. Nearly

all -- advertisements were= purdhased- for- use in the: last few weeks of_ the campaign.`

While Mr. Z did not rank-the,effectiveness- of the advertising efforts, Ife said: -that

radio would be used to only:a- stall ektent. He _wet 'Very concerned about television,

heweVer. On several occasions -he said- that- he -was _not satisfied with the consulting

Arra; s use of television advertisements=; -fie said- that they had not taken adyantage

-of:the strengths of -his -candidacy.- One advertiteinent used in the _last few weeks:

efithe campaign clearly-pleated -him,__howeVer. When queried, he explained- that

he had influenced: the -aubject- matter; and he:taid- that it was the -best that Waal-,

_used; One major maiiin&-effert_ wet _used in the campaign; approximately 17,800 :

voters who were registered -with the.oppesite party received a _letter during the,-last

-fe-14'weeks of the campaign:_ In_addition, _Mr. Zi said that his staff's efforts to7

make other mailing_ contactathroughout the-campaign was very. good. He ranked-these
-
mailing effortsas second in effectiveness.

_7-

Other means of contacting voters were evenly stressed throughout the campaign.

Personal contacts by the candidate were consistently emphasiied by Mt. Z. He _tanked

this as clearly, the most effeetiVe type of campaigning, and he said that this would

receive hit personal effort- throughout the- campaign. It did. He made personal

pdblic appearance contacts-- nearly every, evening_during_the_nine -week campaign; most

:often his scheddle would include at ltatt three or more different appearances.
When asked to estimate the_mumber of persons contacted, he conservatively speculated

approximately 35,000, and-he estimate& that he. dontatted_300 additional persons
4uring door-to-door canvassing.- A sedonclteans of campaigning Which was considered

consistently useful was the influence by- friends -and associates. Z said that

this means was very good in his campaign, and he ranked- it as the third most
effective. Hand cards, (small, descriptive and' pictorial brochures,) Were also

Consistently used throughout the campaign. Mr. Z was more than_satisfied that his

consulting firm had done an excellent job in, producing these;_le ranked the hand
cards fifth in effectiveness. As indicated earlier, Mt. Z said that press releases

were not used extensively, though he later said that two _ar_three had appeared in

a-newspaper. Lastly, field work in- the form of a telephone campaign,and door-to--
dOor canvassing _was consistently emphasized throughout. the campaign, though it 'was

considerably intensified during_ the final weekt Of -the campaign. Mr. Z ranked
olts mAnno tunrb 4n of-E0e,rivon^Ap. Tri addition, the number of contacts made was



very high: Mt. Z's staff estimated that between 10;000 and 30,000 persons had been

contacted by phone, and perhaps another 30,000 persons had been contacted by door-

tel.-door canvassing. -Naturally, it is not possible.to assess how many different

persons were contacted by these two means or by the other media discussed.

In sum, some media, yard signs and billboards, were relied uponearly in the

campaign to identify the candidate's name and the office that he sought. Since the

use of these media was not discontinued, in a sense, they also functioned throughout

the campaign. Mr. Z ranked their effectiveness very low. Other media, teleVisidn:

radio, and newspaper advertisements, and mailings were concentrated near the end of

the campaign. The commercial mass media institutions, (radio, television, and'

newspapers,)were not ranked by the candidate in terms of their effectiveness, but

he could not*. considered to have had overwhelming expectations of advertisements.

More than 18,000 contacts with voters were made by mailing efforts, and,Mr;

ranked these-efforts high in effectiveness. Other means were consistently used

throughout the campaign. Personal appearance contacts were ranked most effective

by Mi. Z and more than:35,000 such contacts with voters we're made. Mr. Z ranked

the'influende of friends- and associates high and the use of hand cards and press

releases low. Finally, though he did not rank the use of field workers high, perhaps

60,000 'contacts 'with voters mere,made by this method;

The Electorate

- Theperceptions of-Mr. Z'-s candidacy -by the electorate might be portrayed in

some senses as demonttrating-little'change during-the campaign.' On thetatisLof--_

samples of-the electoratein=fthe-tiddle_ofthe
campaign -and at the end ofd the

campaign, the candidate't image-changed little_ and the perceived issnes,in the .

catpaigh:changed_little.' On the tither hand,- percetVed media use by the electorate

did-dementtrate some Change., -

:The_candidate!aitage. The image of_the Candidate vat measured on. seven, =

seVen-intervalsetantic differential scales. The scalet were scored on a one low,

seven high bisit. Theitage-ofthe-__candidate and-his-ratings on each scale were

Slightly-Positive- atlime-1;.,_Little change_it image was demonstrated at Time 2. _

The_results- and _for-thercandidate!,s
image are,reported in Table 1.

The -table actually reports-tOotypeS of-ciri4idate-itage. _One-condept is called

"total image it refers to-the:meab,score for all seven scales. The other

45concept is 1 ed_"Valud image. "_ The term "value itagerefert-to the mean score

for all Scales except- -the udknoWn.!kuswu scale. The- reason for isolating the

Unknown-known scale is -t=at it-tight be._considered primarily a name identification

factor, whereas the rAner,SiX scales are-more clearly measures of the candidate's-

image which are p-OresiiOns-OUvalues of- the respondents. Both the total image-and

the value itrJ4 will _bereported.

--
(Insert Table / about here)

,tatistical tests of prObability to assess statistically significant change between

Time 1 and Time 2 were not conducted because visual inspection of. the data indicated

that changes we're very small.

Visual inspection of Table 1 also indicated that Mr. Z's rating on the unknown-

known-scale was considorably lower than on other scalei at both Time 1 and Time 2.



TABLE 1

Means Ibr-Candidate's Image
/

Criterion Measure

Unknown-Known

Mean

Untruthful-Truthful

Uninvolved-Involved

Total Image

Value Image



As suchl-At was reasoned that the Candidate's total-image was highly affected by his

identification-factor. In order to:assess the relationship, ratings on the unknown-

known_ scale were held Constant andthe'value_image ratings for Title 1 and -Time 2

were calculated.' The results-are reported in Table 2.-

(Insert Table 2 about here)

Again, statistical- tests of- probability were not conducted, in this case because of

extreme-_differences in-the size of the n-in various cells; the size of the n Varies__

from seven to- seventy- three. However the relationship between Mr. Z's identificatien

jactor and-his value image can be clearly sedi, in the graph in Figure 1.

Onsert Figure 1-about here)

In general, it appears_thatthe better known that Mr. Z was by the electorate, the

better was=his value-image,:

As:discussed earlier, previous literature indicates that political party

affiliation affects voter perceptions.- As such, perceived political party-

affiliation-was held_conitant and thelmage-ratings:for_Time_1:and_forTime_2 were

'calculated._ -Respondents_who considered themselves-"strongly Democratic" were

considered highlyilerceived-Democrats.::=Retpendents-whOContidered themselves

"strongly Republican" Were.considered;high/y perceived Republicans._ _Respondents

who considered themselves-"weak Democrate,"_"Otak Republicans;"-or "independent or

neutral"-wert considered swing-Voters.- The=retults are reportedoin Table 3.

(Insert-Table 3 about here)-

Again one notes very litt11 Change in ratings= between Time 1 and Time 2. No

statistical tests of probability were conducted, again because of the extreMe

differences in the size of the n in various cells; the size of the n varies from

tmenty-one to ninety-one. =But visual inspection of Table 3 invites a bit of

speculation. First one notices that highly perceivedvrtisans rate Mr. Z higher

than lowly perceived partisans (swing voters). 'But the ratings are not on a strictly

partisan basis: Mr. Z, a Democrat, is not rated highest by Democrat and lowest by

Republicans. -As such, strict partisanship does not affect the ratings. A cue

regarding the speculation lies in the identification factor. One notes very little

variation among either type of image ratings or any voter strata: the greatest

variation is .7 on the 7.0 point scale. But one notes larger differences regarding

the identification factor among voter stratas: highly perceived partisans,

Republicans and Democrats, rate Mr. Z better -known than do swing voters. As such,

it is possible theft- this -data implie's that candidate image may be as much a matter

- of name identification by the voters as a product of voter partisanship.

-Media usage. _
Respondents were asked to rank sources of. information which were

_helpful--in forming, their Opinion of-Mr. Z; actually these "sources" were media which

Mr. Z--used to try-to communicate with_voters. Responses-for Time 1 and Time 2 are

'presented in two forms in Table 4:_ the number of times that each media was ranked

(frequency of ranking) and the weighted-importance of each ranking (weighted

ranking).- The latter ranking was calculated as follows: each time that -a media

was ranked first, it-was assigned a numerical -value of ten; each time that it was

ranked-Second, it was assigned_a numerical ranking of nine; and so forth until a

ranking of tenth was-assigned-a value of one.



TABLE 2

Correspondence Between Identification
Factor and Means for Value Image

Unhnown-Kho'Wn Rating

Mean

Time 1

0
-1 4.0

n=35

3.9

3

n=13

---

4 4.1
n=17

5

. 6

7

=

4.8
n=7

5.4
n =14-

Time 2 Both Time 1
,and Time 2

4.1

n =38

4.0
n=73

-n=101

4.0-

n=17

4.-5m

n=9

4.6_
n=22

-4.3

n=22
4.2

n=39

5.6 5.2
n=14

6.2 5.7
n=10 n=24

6.3
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TABLE 3

Means for Identification Factor,
Total Image and Value image -

for Highly Perceived Democrats, Swing Voters

and Highly Perceived Republicans

Mean

Party

Perception

Identification
Factor

Total -

Image

Value-

Image

Timme 1 i Time 2 ini ..-T2 Tl T2

High

Democrats

4.0
n=23

1 4:2
'n=26

'4.6
n =24-

4.7
n=29

5.1
n=23

5:2
n=23

I

Suing

Voters

3.1
n=84

2.9
n=84

.4.0
n=90

4.0 I

n=91

4.5
n=78

4.6
n=78

High
.

...,

Republicans

3.6

-n=28

i 3.1

n=21

4.2
n=28

4.1

n=23

4.9
n=25

4.5
n=21
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(Insert Table 4 about here)

The presentation of this data is more useful if rankings of media in terms of most
helpful, second most helpful, etc. are held constant and a matrix sets forth the
corresponding types of media. The results are reported in Table 5.

(Insert Table 5 about here)

On the basie'of Table 5 it is possible to make some tentative observations about
the ranking of each media and about the changes in ranking during the campaign
process.

Television and radio news stories (represented as A in Table 5) clearly rank

as the most helpful source of information about the candidate. Billboards and yard

signs (B in Table 5) became slightly more helpful as the Campaign progressed. News-

paper-stories (C in Table 5) ranked as a highly useful source of information about
the candidate. Personal contacts by Mr. Z and his workers (D in Table 5) became
more helpful as the campaign progressed and seemed to have a high rank near the end
of the campaign. Television advertisements (Ejn Table 5) became more helpful as
the campaign progressed. The influence of family, friends and associates (F in
Table 5) was initially high but declined as the campaign progressed. Newspaper
advertisements (G in Table 5) became less helpful as the campaign progressed.
Mailed advertisements (H in Table 5) became slightly more helpful as the campaign
progressed. Hand cards (I in Table 5) and radio advertisements (J in Table-5)
-ranked as only slightly helpful as sources of information throughout the campaign.
"Other sources" (K in Table 5) were not frequently ranked: as Table 4 reports, only

a totar,Of iwenty-two respondents during both Time 1 and Time 2 ranked this
category..-at all; is nearly-all cases, the respondents who- ranked "other source"

specified that they had a previous personal acquaintanceship with the candidate.

Media use and candidate image. In addition to knowing to what extent the

electorate uses various media, it would be helpful to know which media most favor-
ably contributed to Mr. Z's image. As such, the following operationalization was
utilized: media which were- mentioned as the most helpful in forming an opinion of
Mr. Z mere held constane, and Mr. Z's mean image for both Time 1 and Time 2 was
calf=lated. The results are reported in Table 6.

(Insert Table 6 about here)

Again the extreme differences in the size of the n in various cells prohibit the
use of statistical tests of probability;- the size of the n varies from one to fifty-
one. However, some assessment of the data reported in Table 6 is possible in the
following way: media which were mentioned as most helpful by only a few respondents
seem appropriately eliminated; remaining media can be ranked in terms of decreasing
positive images and decreasing positive identification factors. The following media

were mentioned by only a few respondents and, as such, may be eliminated: newspaper

advertisements, mailed advertisements, handcards, and radio advertisements. Of the

remaining media, the following represent the decreasing usefulness of.media which'
gained Nr. Z a positive image: personal familiarity with the candidate prior to
his.campaign, (other sources); personal contact with the candidate and his workers;
influence of the respondent's family, friends, and associates; newspaper stories;



TABLE 4

Use of Types- of Media in Terms of
ii.equency of Rank and Weighted Rank

13

Media

. Time 1 Time 2

FR WR
ii

FR Wit

A TV 4 RadicNeWs 61 527 61 535

B Billboards & Yard _Signs 42 303 46 345

C Newspaper Stories, 44 357 50 379

D Personal Contact with the
Candidate or his worker's 34 380 46 386

E TV Advertisemencs 32 ' 260 44 316

F Family, Friends &
Associates - 44 362 41 310

G Newspaper Advertisements 38 264 26 164

H Mailed Advertisements 22 150 29 179.

I Hand Cards, etc. 21 121 19 101

J Radio Advertisements

,

21 114 25 138

K Other Source 15 140 7 53

Mote.- Abbreviations: FR= Frequency of Ranking
va- Weighted Ranking
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TABU 5

Rank of Types of edia in Terms of
Frequency of Rank and Weighted Rank

Ranking

Time 1 Time 2

requency Weighted

f Ranking Ranking

Frequency
of Ranking.

Weighted
Ranking

, -

First A A A A

Second C & F D D

Third --- F B & D

Fourth B C - -- B

Fifth

.

G B

.
.

E

_

E

Sixth D - G F F

Seventh E E IN H

Eighth, H

.

II G

.

G

Ninth I & J K J J

Tenth - -- I I

Eleventh K J K K
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TABLE 6

Correspondence Between Mean Image of Time 1 and

Time 2 and Most Helpful Media Source

lie an

Most Helpful Media

Identification
Factor

Total
Image

Value.

Image

TV C.: Radio News 3.9 2.9 4.7 a

tn=49 n=51 n=49

Billboards & Yard Signs 2.7 3.8 4.1

n=17 n=17 n=16

Newspaper Stories 1.9 4.8 4.9

n=17 n=18 n=18

Personal Contact with the 5.1 5..4 5.5

Candidate or his Workers n=39 n=39. n=38

, .

TV Advertisements . 3.7 4.3 4.6

n=9 n=11 n=10

Family, Friends & 4.3 5.1 5.2

Associates n=14 n=14 n=14

Newspaper Advertisements 1.0 4.0 4.0

n=2 n=2 n=2

Mailed Advertisements 1.7 3.7 4.1

n=:3 n=3 n=3

Hand Cards, etc. 5.0 4.0 3.8

n=1 n=1 n=1

Radio Advertisements 2.0 4.4 4.8

n=1 n=1 n=1

Other Source 5.9 5.9 5.4

n=15 n=15 n=15
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television advertisements; and television and radio news stories and billboards and

yard signs together ranked last. The media which were mentioned as most valuable
in identifying the candidate in a positive way ranked in a slightly differing,order.
Again, personal familiarity with the candidate prior to his campaign, personal
contact with the candidate Sand his workers, and the influence of respondents' family,
friends, and associates were ranked first, second, and third respectively. But

successive ranks uere as follows: television and radio news was fourth; television
advertisements were fifth.- billboards and yard signs were sixth; and newspaper

stories wire seventh.

, Issues. In an open-ended question, respondents.vere asked to identify the
issues relevant to7Astate'legislative races. Respondents were asked what issued

should be acted upon by the. state legislature. Responses were coded into fifty-.

seven categories. The specific issues are not of intimate importance in this study,
though some receiver responses will: be compared to the candidate'i perceptions.
Fifteen issues were clearly perceived by the electorate,as,indicated by the
frequent number of times that they were mentioned. Of these issues which were
operationalized as "most important," a remarkably few underwent "significant"
changed between Time 1.anclTime 2 in terms of the number of mentions: only three

were operationalized as having been "significantly" mentioned more often or less
often. Of those not considered "most important,".none were operationalized as
having "significantly" increased or decreased in mentions. Further, in terms of
the categories suggested, by Fromm and Skipper (1962), only two of the "most
important" issues were operationalized as clearly "position issues:" cross-town

bussing of pupils and' abortion legislation.. The other thirteen issues seemed
"style issues:' for example, few voters or candidates would seem to favor more
pollution, less funding for education, more corruption of public =officials, etc.

Correspondence Between Candidate and_Electorate Perceptions

On the basis of-the reported data.regarding Ur. Z's perceptions, and on the
basis of the reported data regarding the electorate's perceptions, it is possible
to attempt an assessment of the degree to which the candidate's and the electorate's
perceptions correspond to one another. It is possible to speculate about Hr. Z's
campaign image, about the conceptualization of the electorate, about the nature
and function of issues, and about the function of the media.

Candidate image. During several interviews, Err. Z expressed the opinion. that

the campaign was progressing in a satisfactory way. This view seems optimistic

when compared to the measured perceptions by the electorate of -1r. Z. His image

among the sampled electorate was-slightly positive by all measures at the approximate
midpoint of the campaign, but the image had changed very little in the last two
weeks of the campaign. Hr. Z was presented with the electorate data when it was
collected. After.the first sample, he was genuinely perplexed abTout the meaning of
the data. In the last few days of the campaign he still seemed perplexed,-but he was
nonetheless confident that his efforts had been satisfactory in regard to identifying
himself among the electorate as having a positive image. Further, he said that

the image would have been improveclif sampling had taken place during-the lest few
days of the campaign, after his final mass Media campaign had its full impact. He

was at least partly correct: he was one of the four successful candidates in this
Senaie race and he received more votes than any of this opponents; the discrepancies
between this study's samples of Hr. Z's image and his electoral success will be
mentioned below.
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_ Ht. Z's perceptions seemed correct in another, related sense: he s I that

his-everyday person-to-person contact with the electorate demonstrated voters'
increasing familiarity with his candidacy; he seemed to regard' this as a very
positive sign of his campaign success. Samples of the electorate's perceptions-
seem to substantiate this view. As figure 1 demonstrates, Mt. Z's image seemed to
improve in a way-that closely corresponded to the degree to which he was considered
identifiable by the electorate. Further, previous literature presented the expect-
ation that voters' perceived party affiliation would influence their perceptions

_of=-the candidate. On the othei hand, Mr. Z believed that party perception would not
function to influence voters' attitudes toward his candidacy. Mr. Z's view seems
correct. -While-highly perceived Democrats amongrthe sampled electorate rated their
own,party's candidate highest on all measures, highly perceived Republicans did-not
rate:Mt. Z lower than lowly perceived partisans, perceived neutrals, and perceived
independents.

-%
Issues and Media Messages. There are several dimengions to, the analYtis of

issues as perceived by the candidate and. the electorate in this study: the nature
and role of issues in general, and an analysis of some specific issues in this
campaign.

Mr. Z suggested that state legislative campaigns do not function on the basis
of*"real issues." He said that "non-issues" are the primary focus of campaigns on
this level; that is, like Froman and Skipper's (1962) conceptualization, articulation
of issues would focus primarily on-the '"style" used to represent abstract value
goals with which nearly everyone agrees despite partisanship. On the basis of the
"issues" that samples of the electorate reported perceiving,-Ht. Z was largely
correct. Nearly all issues mentioned by the electorate seemed primarily non-issues;
the two issues which seemed clearly positiOn issues, cross-town bussing of pupils
and abortion legislation, will be discussed below.

If Hr. Z's perceptions of the lack of importance of "real issues" were incorrect,
it would seem that a noticeable impact of the articulation of these issues would -be

apparent; samples of the electorate at two distinctly separate times would seemingly
indicate dramatic increases in attention to those issues. Such increases did not
seem dominant. While one position issue, cross-town bussing of pupils, seemed to
gain in importance, only one other issue, welfare matters, was mentioned "signifi-
cantly" more often by voters. These two issues deserve more attention below.

Perceptions of some specific issues by Ht.-2 and by the electorate may be
subjected to some speculation.- Probably the most cruciarissue-was cross-town
bussing of pupils. While Hr. Z felt that most "real" issues were not of great
importance in campaigns on the state legislative level, he perceived cross-town
bussing as an exception. As such, he tried to clearly articulate his opposition to
bussing from the beginning of-the 'campaign-. The electorate, also perceived bussing
as -a very important issue. With the exception of'-the -issue of pollution, a "non-
issue," the issue of bussing was mentioned far-more often by the electorate than
any other issue. Indeed, samples of the electorate indicated that the issue became
more important as the campaign period progressed: it was mentioned by '"significantly"
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more respondents during Time 2 than during Time 1. Mr. Z perceived the issue as hav-

ing major importance at the beginning of the campaign, as did the electorate. He also

recognized its continuing or increasing importance at the end of the campaign,
as did the electorate: he regarded his failure to receive the endorsement of the
anti-bussing group as the most significant development of the campaign. It is
difficult to speculate about the reasons for Mr. Z not having received the anti-
bussing endorsement; but it seems most significant that he perceived the importance
of the issue in a way very similar to the electorate.

Another issue that the electorate seemed to perceive as important was welfare
matters. At Time 2-it was mentioned by twelve more respondents than at Time 1.
This increase cannot be explained on the basis of the data collected by interviews
with the candidate, and, as such, one might conclude that Mr. Z did not perceive the
welfare issue in-the same way as the electorate. On the other hand, when he was
queried-early in the campaign regarding a prediction of how voters would respond to
the question about issues, tit. Z indicated that welfare matters would be mentioned
often.

The abortion issue was perceived by Mr. Z with great concern when 'he was told
that a public campaign would-be mounted in opposition to the position which be had
advocated during' revious legislative sessions. This perception by Mr. Z seems-at

-least partly substantiated by samples-of the electorate. The issue was included

among the fifteen "most important" issues perceived by the electorate.

Mr. Z predicted three other issues that would be mentioned by the electorate.
One such issue was corruption of public officials; Mr. Z seems to have been correct,
as this was one of the fifteen issues mentioned most often. He also suggested that
workmen's benefits for public employees would be mentioned by the electorate; again
Nti Z was correct, as this issue was also one of those considered "most important"
by the electorate. Finally Mr. Z suggested that the care of senior.citizens would
be frequently mentioned by the electorate; in this case, Mr. Z's perceptions do not
seem as accurate. Care of'senior citizens was mentioned by a very few respondents
and,as such, was not operationalizetl as one of the "most important" issues; one could
probably argue that other issues which were mentioned might be directly related to
senior citizen care, but none of the fifteen "most important" issues seemed to
be of this type.

One might also assess the correspondence between the candidate's and the;
electorate's perceptions by analysis of the specific issues on which the candidate
focused his campaign: one of these, conflict of interest among public officials,

has already been discuised as an issue which was mentioned very often by the
electorate. The other two issues on which Mr. Z focused during his campaign were
not often mentioned by the electorate, however. One might reason that the issues
articulated by a candidate during a campaign would be perceived by the electorate.
This- was not the case with the issues of 1) full finandial disclosure by candidates
and 2) the obligations of public utility companies. Financial disclosure was not
mentioned by any respondents. Public utilities, including the telephone company,
garbage problems, and other utilities, were mentioned by only a very few respondents.
As such, Mr. Z's articulation of issues in his campaign correiponds to the

electorate's perceptions in a less than perfect way.
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Of the fifteen "most important" issues perceived by the electorate, ten were
neither predicted by Mr. Z nor were they a part of his campaign. Nearly all of

the-se issues seem to be style issues. One issue, pollution, received many more

mentions than any other issue. As such, one might conclude that Ur. Z did not
clearly perceive a large majority of the issues that the electorate perceived. On

the other hand, perhaps the oral interviews with. the candidate neither challenged
the candidate to list all possible issues, nor did they invite such a lengthy list.

In sum, EN.. Z's perceptions of the nature of issues seems essentially similar
to the perceptions of the electorate. "Real issues" did not seem to dominate the

campaign. Further, those "real issues" which were perceived by the electorate,
cross-town -bussing of pupils and abortion legislation, received the attention of

the candidate. Mr. Z did not perceive all of the style issues in the same way that

they were perceived by the electorate: welfare matters, for example, seemed to
become increasingly important during the campaign, and, this change did not seem to

receive the attention of the candidate. Mr. Z correctly predicted some of the

style issues that were most frequently mentioned by the electorate; at least one
other prediction, care of senior citizens, seems to have been incorrect. Some,

but not all, of the issues on which Mr. Z focused his campaign corresponded to
those mentioned frequently by the electorate. Finally, the electorate perceived
a- number of issues that Mr. Z did not mention.

Media usage. Assessment of the correspondence between the candidate's and the
electorate's perceiitiont of media use is not only most difficult, but also seems
imprecise in some senses: pre-campaign and Primary Election campaign data about
theJ-candidate-may _haVe affected-the electorate's perceptions. The electorate's

perceptions were first sampled four weeks after the end-of the Primary ElectiOn
campaign. As such, responiet-to a question regarding the most helpful means of

forMing an opinion of a candidate might be influenced by the respondents' re-
collections of the Primary Election campaign. Further, Mt. Z was a public figure,
indeed he was an Assemblyman, prior to-the present campaign, and he,was the top
vote-getter in thin- Senate District's Primary Election; as such, responses may be
influenced by recollection'of media use during this pre-campaign period. While
this possibility at first seems a contamination factor in the assessment of
electorate perceptions, an alternative explanation is discussed below.

-Mt. Z clearly considered the most effective means of campaigning to be personal
contacts with-voters by himself. As reported-earlier, Mr. Z viewed the substance
of his campaign as-an attempt to persuade voters on an individual basis to vote
for-him. When queried-, he ranked this means as clearly Most effective. Analysis

of electorate data reveals that his attempts had some impact. In terms of the media

which were ranked by the electorate, as reported in Table 5, personal contact with
Mr. Z_became increasingly helpful as the campaign progressed and ranked high near
the end of the campaign. Further, as reported in the discussion of Table 6,
personal contact was the second most helpful means which aided the electorate in
identifying Ht. Z's names and the second most helpful means of contributing to a
positive image of the candidate. When one considers the only other media which
was-more helpful to the electorate in identifying Mt.-ns name and contributing to
a positive image of him, the personal contact media seems even more significant:

the most helpful means was "other sources," and nearly_all respondents who identified
this source had a preVious personal acquaintanceship with Mr. Z; one would assume

that such an acquaintanceship would result in a high identification factor and a

high image rating forth% Z.
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Of those media ranked by Mr. Z, he considered mailings to be second in

effectiveness. To the electorate, however, as reported in Table 5, mailings were

--not ranked as a highly helpful means of forming an opinion of Mr. Z. Further, as

reported iri Table 6, so few respondents ranked mailing as the most helpful source

that it seems highly unlikely that this means contributed to Mr. Z's identification

factor or his positive image.

Hand cards were ranked by Mr. Z as the fifth most effective means of campaign-

ing, however electorate data does not substantiate hand cards as a highly useful

source of information: Table 5 reveals that hand cards ranked very low; and Table

6 reveals that so few respondents ranked them as the most helpful source that they

probably contributed very little to Er. Z's identification factor or his positive

image.
ft

Mr. Z initially considered billboards-and yard signs as the least effective

of the media -that he ranked.- He was very surprised when electorate data revealed

that -these media Were-very-helpful-in forming an opinion of Mr. Z. He seemed more

surprised when the second sampling of the electorate revealed that billboards and

yardaigns were considered as being- ovenmore-helPful. Table 5 reports. the

ratings. However, in terms of contributing to Mr. Z's identification factor and

his positive image, billboards and yard signs were apparently not highly positive

fattors; as-reported in, Table 6,-they ranked sixth and seventh respectively in

terms of most helpful media contributing to positive identification and positive

image.

While Z did not rank all types of media, it is possible to speculate about

his,assessments of other media and the electorate's perceptions of these. lir. 2

said that radio advertisements would be' used very little. As reported in Table 5,

thezelectorate similarly considered:them of little use in forming their opinion of

Mr. Z. -Also, as reported in Table 6, so few respondents ranked radio advertisements

as:the most helpful-source that they 'probably contributed very little to Mr. Z's

identification factor and his positive image.

_ While Mr. Z had a low opinion of his television advertisements in general,

he was-very pleased with an advertisement which was used during the end of his

campaign. Correspondingly, as reported in'Table 5, the electorate data indicates

that television advertisements became more helpful in forming an opinion of Mr. Z

as the campaign progressed. The advertisements ranked fifth in terms of contri-

buting to both a potitive identification factor and a positive image.

Mt. Z said that press releases were not used extensively during the campaign.

He-said that only two or three appeared in newspapers, and presumably no more were
used for television and radio news stories. He also reported no -news stories about

him,that were not generated -by press releases. Ac reported in Table 6, those

respondents who ranked television and radio -news stories as most helpful yielded an
identification factor which was fourth for all media and sixth in terms of a

positive image. Those who ranked newspaper stories as most helpful yielded an
identification factor which was-seventh for all media and fourth in-terms of a

positive image. While these identification factors and image ratings do not

seem particularly high, it -is remarkable that the electorate ranked television

and radio news storioa most helpful of all media in forming an opinion of Mr. Z;
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further, they also ranked newspaper stories very helpful in forming opinions. The

rankings are reported in Table 5. As suggested earlier, these rankings may

indicate contamination of electorate perceptual data. On the other hand, pre-
campaign information gained through-news stories might simply be considered a more
stable or permanent type of information than the other types conveyed during the

campaign., For example, perhaps stories about lit. Z's success as the.top vote -

getter in this Sehate District's Primary Election are of a permanent type.

Contamination of electorate perceptual data is implied regarding the media

of newspaper advertisements. Mt. Z said that newspaper advertisements were used
only in the final weeks of the campaign.--As such, the data reported in Table 5 is
remarkable: respondehts rated newspaper advertisements as decreasing in helpful-

neas as the campaign progressed. It seems likely that respondents were recalling
the newspaper advertisementicampaign during the-final weeks of the Primary Election
campaigalAtiatmas _just prior_to the General Election campaign. So few respondents

ranked newspaper advertisements as the most helpful_source of information- that it
ic.unlikely that the in a significant way to Mr. Z's

identification factor or-his-positive-image

= Lastly, respondents ranked their family,_friends, and associates as a source
of-inforeation which helped to form an opinion-of Mr. Z. This data was an artifact

ofthe design of this study because no candidate perceptual data was correspondent.
Houever, the influence of interpersonal relationships has received the attention
od_electoral analysts such as Campbell, et al. (1964, p. 161). As reported in
Table 5, respondents imthe- present study considered family, friends, and associates
initially a helpful means of- forming an opinion of Mr. Z, but the influence declined
as -the campaign progressed. In terms of respondents who considered this means of
forming an opinion as the most helpful means, as reported in Table 6, it yielded
the-third highest identification factor-and the third most positive image for
Ut.- Z.

In sum; Mr. Z perceived his campaign's use of media in a way not entirely like
the perceptions of the electorate. The electorate's perceptions imply that some

media functioned in the Wray that Mt. Z perceived, but some media did net. Mr. Z

considered personal contacts with the voters by himself tobe most effective; the
electorate seemed to perteive this means as increasingly helpful in forming their
opinion, and except for those who had a previous personal acquaintanceship with
Mr. Z,*.this means yielded the highest identification factor and the most positive
image of all media. Further, Ht. Z perceived_the effectiveness of television ad-
vertisements in a way similar to the-electorate's perceptions; an advertisement
Which Mt. Z perceived as effective may have contributed to the increase in help-
fulness perceived by the electorate in forming an opinion of Mr. Z through this
Means. Also, lit. Z's campaign made very little use of radio advertisements, and
the electorate seemed to perceive these_as having little use. On the other hand,-

Z was surprised by the -electorate's perceptions of billboards and yard signs
as-means of forming an opinion of him. Furthermore, he considered hand cards and
mailings as more effective than electorate perceptual data implies. Probably the

most remarkable finding in this analysis of media usage regards news stories on-
television and radio and in newspapers: Ht. Z said that few stories were reported
during the campaign, but the electorate clearly ranked news stories on television
and radio as most helpful in forming their opinion of Mt. Z and they also ranked
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newspaper stories as very helpful; the perceptions of the electorate seem to imply

that voters recalled news stories which preceded the campaign More vividly than

information received by other media during the campaign.

Some contamination of electorate perceptual data seems present in-this study

regarding newspaper advertisements: Mr. Z.said that advertisements were used only
'near the end of the campaign, but the electorate perceived them as more helpful
at the beginning of the campaign than at the end; voters were probably recalling
advertisements which appeared at the end of the Primary Election campaign just five
weeks earlier.

Finally, the respondents' friends, family, and associates were regarded as
helpful in forming an opinion of Mr. Z early in the campaign and less helpful later
in the campaign.

CONCLUSIONS

This study selected a state legislative campaign and some important implications
should be noted. First, the generalizability of the findings is limited in two
respects. Generalizability must be limited to campaigns on this electoral level,
and generalizability is limited to the context of the present campaign: that is,

this campaign was just one of many which sought the electorate's attention in an
election year, and a campaign which could occur singly might function in a very
different way. On the other hand, this case study was selected by systematic means
through the use of critieria specified prior to selection; as such, there is good
reason to think that the findings of this case study are representative of other
campaigns within the abOVe limitations. Further, this study made no attempt to

predict electoral results; rather, the communication phenomena iyhich,preceded the
election were the focus. As such, there seems little need for concern regarding
the discrepancies between attitudinal and perceptual findings and electoral behavior.

Probably the most remarkable finding of this study is that the candidate's
image and identification factor changed very little from slightly better than
neutral between the mid-point of the campaign and the week just prior to the
election. Perhaps Ur. Z was correct when he speculated that the second sampling
would have been significantly different if it has -been drawn a few days later.
On the other hand, even if this; were true, the impact of the weeks of devoted and
costly effort by the candidate and the campaign workers seems very small.

The findings of the study also seem to accent the importance of name identifica-
tion for a number of reasons. First, the candidate's message and media strategies'
were designed to a large degree for name exposure. Second, voter data reported

earlier in Table 3 emphasizes the importance of name exposure. All cells reveal

a candidate image,which is better than neutral (3.5 on a 7.0 scale), except for
three cells: near the mid-point of the campaign and near the end of the campaign,
swing voters rated the candidate's identification factor lower'than neutral,
and strong opposite party partisans rated him lower than neutral at the end of the
campaign; the two former ratings may imply a major functional weakness in the
campaign's failure to make the candidate's name identifiable among those voters
Wm pre often eouslanrA 'mac poranadable and very important; the latter rating



together with the two former ratings form a trend whereby the candidate became less
identifiable as the campaign progressed. A third reason that the candidate's
identification factor is important is-revealed in Figure One: the candidate's image
tended to increase in a way that corresponded to the degree to which he was

identifiable. Finally, the importance of the identification factor is revealed

when one considers the perceived party affiliations of the electorate. The sampled

voters' images of the candidate were not a result of strict partisanship. Indeed,

the candidate said that voter partisanship may have little effect on his image;
he was correct. Though Democrats-rated Hr. Z, a Democrat, higher than did
Republicans, both groups rated him higher than swing voters.* Thus, whereas partitians

of the opposite party are sometimes considered es _"the opposition," the voter data
in this study suggests a slightly different_ conception._ The candidate's image

among partisans was almost exclusively higher than-among "independent" and "neutr,V

voters. This phenomenon_is probably a complex interaction-of Voter-predispositiou,
political socialization or "politicization, " partisanship, involvement, (Sears,
1969, pp. 340,351) and-of candidate identifiabilityas discussed- above. It seems

that "politicized" voters, strong partisans, may be more=predisposed to being able
to identify a-candidate, lramm-though he may be-of the_opposite:party, and they may
be more predisposed-toward rating him in a favorable-=waythanAndependent voters
or swing voters,

The media used in the campaign were not perceived in the same way. by the

candidate and the electorate. Host notably, the two most helpful media in yielding
the candidate a positive identification factor and a positive image-were not
deliberately planned campaign strategies. Is one would expect,acquainianceships
with Hr. Z prior to his candidacy yielded his most.positive image. However, those

who relied on media during the campaign seemed credit news stories as the most

helpful media, and this seems remarkable since few stories were planned or used in

the campaign: as such, again, media strategies which were not directly planned

for use in the campaign seemed to function as a major aid to Hr. Z's candidacy.
And one other type of influence which was not a planned campaign strategy influenced

respondents early in the campaign: the influence of friends, family, and associates.

Still other incongruities existed between the planned strategies of the candidate

and the electorate's perceptions of the media. The candidate was surprised by the

electorate's perceptions of billboards and yard signs as a helpful means in forming

an opinion of him. And electorate perceptual data implies that hand cards'and

-mailings were not as effective as the candidate had thought. On the other hand,

as the candidate accurately perceived, his personal contacts with voters yielded

his most positive image and identification factor of all media. Further, the

candidate's perceptions of the function of television and radio advertisements were
at least partly substantiated by the electorate's perceptions.

Witn.regard_to issue-oriented campaign messages, the candidate seemed to

perceive the nature of issues and specific issues in a way similar to the electorate.

"Real issues" didn't dominate the campaign, but those which were perceived of

importance by the electorate were attended_to by the candidate. Finally, the

candidate was able-to correctly-Predi4:t-many, but not all, of the "non-issues"

perceived by the. electorate; and the "non- issues" on which-he based his campaign

were not all perceived by the electorate.-
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In terms of a broad conceptual framework which explains the_findings of this
study, much attention and research seems needed. For example, whereas studies by
Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall (1965), Carlson and Babel (1969), and Beck (1969)

indicate that the theory_of social judgment-involvement explains persuasion
Phenomena in Presidential elections, that theory does not sees a satisfactory

explanation for campaigns on this electoral level. Voter data in this study may
imply sae assimilation-contrast phenomena, but the theory of social judgment -
involvement would predict significant attitude change among strong partisans mhereas
very little attitude change took place in this study. Perhaps a conceptual frame-

work, such as information theory (Broadhurst and Darnell, 1965; NIcCroskey, et al,
1971, pp. 27- 33,)uhich puts considerable emphasis on redundancy and "noise" would
be more suitable to explain the lack of attitude change. It may be that voters are

so deluged with campaign information during an election period that a candidate's

attempt to merely make his name identifiable may be the most important factor in

his election.- If this were the case, media and messages which are designed for
this purpose seem much more important than media which focus on "issues."
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